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From the Chief Editor

It is with much joy and anticipation that we present the June 2013 issue of our journal, Pragyaan: Journal 

of Information Technology.

Pragyaan: Journal of Information Technology is an open access Journal that publishes articles which 

contribute new results in areas of computer science. It is committed to rapid dissemination of high quality 

research in IT that can help us meet the challenges of the 21st century. The Journal strives to seek ways to 

harness the power of technology to meet some of the real world challenges, and to provide substance for 

making informed judgments on important matters. We welcome contributions that can demonstrate 

practical usefulness, particularly contributions that take a multi disciplinary convergent approach to deal 

with real world problems that are complex in nature.

The academically peer refereed Pragyaan: JOIT encourages authors to develop and publish quality 

papers that address various facets of Information Technology in a balanced manner. Selecting quality 

papers for publication in our Journal is indeed a tough task. We thank our panel of referees for the time 

and thought invested by them into the papers and for giving us sufficient insights to ensure the quality of 

papers published in Pragyaan: JOIT. Thanks are also due to the members of our Editorial Board and 

Board of Management for their constant guidance and support. 

We would like to acknowledge the contribution of Dr.A.S. Pandey (Prof. Incharge, Research Publications), 

Prof. Rajeev Srivastava (Editor Pragyaan: JOIT) and Prof. Sumiti Kapoor (faculty) in editing, leading to 

enhanced reader friendliness of many articles.

We would like to express gratitude to our esteemed authors, editors and reviewers all of whom have 

volunteered to contribute to the success of the Journal. We do our best to oversee a review and decision-

making process in which we invite appropriate individuals to review each paper and encourage them to 

provide timely, thoughtful, constructive, and diplomatic critiques. We work towards integrating reviewers' 

feedback along with our own insights into the final decision and craft fair and balanced action that 

acknowledges the strengths of the manuscript, addresses areas for improvement, and clearly conveys the 

editorial decision and its rationale.

We wish to encourage contributions from the scholars, scientific community and industry practitioners to 

ensure a continued success of the journal.

We hope our readers find our Journal, Pragyaan: Journal of Information Technology informative and 

stimulating. We welcome comments and suggestions for further improvement in quality of the Journal.

Prof. (Dr.) Pawan K Aggarwal

Associate Pro Vice Chancellor

IMS Unison University, Dehradun
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1. Introduction 

In the midst of IT adding and patching systems, global 
competition forced managements to look for ways to 
reduce costs and complexity, while maintaining or 
increasing service levels. Executives sought to make their 
businesses more nimble. They wanted to respond to fast 
changing global conditions. They sought to become more 
efficient to better compete with competitors, lower costs 
and improve shareholders' value. As a company's 
technology infrastructure costs slip out of control, server 
virtualization can become a compelling approach to 
getting control over server infrastructure. 

1.1.  Virtualization

The term virtualization broadly describes the separation of 
a resource or request for a service from the underlying 
physical delivery of that service. In other words, 
virtualization abstracts the underlying physical structure of 
various technologies. Virtualization, in computing, is the 
creation of a virtual (rather than actual) version of 
something, such as a hardware platform, operating 
system, memory, a storage device or network resource.

Simple example of virtual memory is Computer software 
gaining access to more memory than is Physically installed, 
via the background swapping of data  to disk storage. 
Similarly, virtualization techniques can be applied to other 

IT infrastructure layers - including networks, storage, 
laptop or server hardware, operating systems and 
applications. 

1.2  Server Virtualization

Server virtualization or hardware virtualization, enables 
multiple operating systems to run on a single physical 
machine. Server virtualization allows IT managers to use 
specific software to divide a single, physical server into 
multiple partitions or virtual servers and each acting as its 
own individual server. This blend of virtualization 
technologies or virtual infrastructure provides a layer of 
abstraction between computing, storage and networking 
hardware, and the applications running on it (see Figure 
1). The deployment of virtual infrastructure is non-
disruptive, since the user experiences are largely 
unchanged. However, virtual infrastructure gives 
administrators the advantage of managing pooled 
resources across the enterprise, allowing IT managers to 
be more responsive to dynamic organizational needs and 
to better leverage infrastructure investments. Server 
virtualization helps to  maximize hardware use by 
aggregating more applications and services onto a fewer 
pieces of hardware, while maintaining operating system 
separation. So, server virtualization enables applications 
and services to safely coexist on the same server hardware, 
yet within multiple operating systems.
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Figures 1 and 2 show comparison between traditional 
servers and virtualized servers with respect to intelx86 
architecture.

Before Virtualization:
! Single OS image per machine
! Software and hardware tightly coupled
! Running multiple applications on same machine often 
creates conflict
! Underutilized resources
! Inflexible and costly infrastructure.

After Virtualization:
! Hardware-independence of operating system and 
applications.
! Virtual machines can be provisioned to any System.
! Can manage OS and application as a single Unit by 
encapsulating them into virtual machines.

2. Background and Effects of Server 
Virtualization

Server virtualization technique is used to construct the 
multiple virtual servers on one physical server. Virtual 
machines can be built by dividing physical servers into 
hardware and software. There are two advantages 
associated with hardware and software virtualization. 
When the physical server is divided by hardware, server 
virtualization offers an advantage of dividing hardware 
such that the error in one section does not affect other and 
when the physical layer is divided by hardware, server 
virtualization offers other advantages such as allowing 
CPU, I/O devices, memory and other hardware resources 
assign to virtual machines.  

Given the recent background of a significant increase in 
application system construction costs (in terms of 
expenses, time, location etc), there are great expectations 
from server virtualization technology. In other words, it is 
urgently needed for changing business environment. In 
recent years, the server populations of many non-
virtualized environments average about 20% utilization. 
The result is a huge waste of power, which is doubled since 
every kilowatt used has to be balanced with an equal 
amount of cooling to maintain the servers at optimal 
operating temperature. This also has grave implications 
for the lifespan of data centers as increasing number of 
facilities run short of power, cooling and, in some cases, 
floor space, despite the move to blade servers over the last 
few years. Virtualization avoids this problem by automating 
the management issues of stacking multiple applications 
on a single server and sharing resources among them. This 
allows IT shops to increase their server utilization up to 
80%.The impact of this on a large organization has been 
demonstrated by BT in the UK. It has achieved a 15.1 
consolidation of its 3000 Wintel servers, and save 
approximately 2 megawatt of power and $2.4 million in 
annual energy cost. This helped to reduce server 
maintenance cost by 90%.

Further,  building multiple systems having low hardware 
resources usage rates   ( e.g CPU usage rate) on the same 
physical server will result  in more effective use of server 
resources. The ratio resource distributed to low-load jobs 
and standby system can also be kept low as in usual 
operations, though the distribution rate may abruptly 
increase in case of a higher load or error occurrence. Thus 
server virtualization technology reduces the total cost of 
operations and makes rapid system configuration changes 
possible under changing conditions.

3. Types of Virtualization and Market Trends

There are many different types of virtualization 
technologies that make up the virtualization market.  
Some are more popular than others due to the expected 

Figure 1. Virtualized Server

Figure 2. Virtualized Server

payback on the investment. Server virtualization targets the 
physical server machines in the data center. In general, 6-
10 virtual machines are used per physical server 
depending upon the role of the server. Storage 
virtualization maintains a middle layer between the host 
and the physical storage environment. The middle layer's 
role is to make different storage (SAN) devices look the 
same to the host. The benefit is better storage utilization, 
faster provisioning and non-disruptive data migration. 
Application virtualization is a technique where a virtual 
environment is created on a local PC within which a 
software application runs without the need to utilize the 
supporting host resources. (i.e. file system, system registry, 
DLLs, etc.). The benefit of this method is that the underlying 
OS is untouched by the running applications thereby 
eliminating resource intensive configuration problems. An 
example of application virtualization would be Microsoft's 
Virtual PC 2007.

Figure 3 shows the investment of US companies in various 
types of virtualization techniques. The US companies 
invest more on server virtualization rather than on storage 
and application. These three are the major areas of 
investment.

3.1 Virtual Technology Market

VT market, especially within the Server Virtual Machines 
(VMs) area, will continue its upward trend. In 2007, world-

wide survey by Computer Associates shows that 88% 
(Figure-4) of the US companies interviewed are currently 
investing in virtualization technology and 12% are 
planning to invest (Computer Associates, 2008). 
According to a recent AP press release, the impact is 
already being felt in the server market where growth in 
sales for x86 servers is declining (AP, 2008). The research 
firm IDC, a premier global provider of market intelligence 
for information technology, has noted that the global 
server virtualization market is forecasted to expand at a 
compound annual growth rate of 14 percent 
approximately through 2014, at which time it will generate 
more than $14 billion in revenue.

The report rated the importance of each virtual technology 
to each company and by a large margin server 
virtualization was the most important. The research also 
indicted that the top four benefits of server virtualization 
are: easier hardware provisioning and software 
deployment, more flexible development and testing 
environments, optimizing system performance (load 

balancing), and lower total cost of ownership.

4. Impact of Server Virtualization on 
Business World

Small to midsize businesses are increasingly using 
virtualization to reduce capital expenses, improve business 
continuity and to make their operations more responsive. 
High server performance and efficiency will continue to be 
major demands in the private sector, especially as the 

Figure 3.  US company investment in 
virtualization techniques

Figure 4. US Company Investment in 2004
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According to a recent AP press release, the impact is 
already being felt in the server market where growth in 
sales for x86 servers is declining (AP, 2008). The research 
firm IDC, a premier global provider of market intelligence 
for information technology, has noted that the global 
server virtualization market is forecasted to expand at a 
compound annual growth rate of 14 percent 
approximately through 2014, at which time it will generate 
more than $14 billion in revenue.

The report rated the importance of each virtual technology 
to each company and by a large margin server 
virtualization was the most important. The research also 
indicted that the top four benefits of server virtualization 
are: easier hardware provisioning and software 
deployment, more flexible development and testing 
environments, optimizing system performance (load 

balancing), and lower total cost of ownership.

4. Impact of Server Virtualization on 
Business World

Small to midsize businesses are increasingly using 
virtualization to reduce capital expenses, improve business 
continuity and to make their operations more responsive. 
High server performance and efficiency will continue to be 
major demands in the private sector, especially as the 

Figure 3.  US company investment in 
virtualization techniques
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business landscape grows more competitive, forcing 
organizations to be as productive as possible for the least 
amount of money. By leveraging server virtualization 
technologies, companies of all sizes can meet these 
requirements and potentially gain an edge over rival firms.

In this dynamic changing economic environment, the IT 
budgets of small to midsize businesses remain under 
pressure. The target for payback on IT investments appears 
to get higher and higher. However, some IT investments 
offer substantial opportunities for cost reduction, 
productivity improvements and enhanced business 
continuity. This can especially be the case with 
virtualization. And it's not simply a question of reduced 
expenses and resource requirements; virtualization can 
make a company more robust, agile and responsive to 
changing economic conditions and business 
opportunities. By utilizing technology properly, businesses 
can work to stay ahead of the competition and respond to 
the needs of their customers and partners. Further, the IT 
department can become more responsive towards 
business needs and begin to be seen as an innovator and 
driving new business initiatives instead of simply assisting 
the existing operations.

It is easy to say that the benefit of virtualization is high. By 
consolidation, virtualization server business can:

! Lower hardware cost and the associated cooling 
and space cost.

! Improve productivity across organizations and free 
up valuable IT time by simplifying IT infrastructure, 
which leaves additional time to focus on more 
strategic initiatives.

! Reduce costly downtime and streamline business 
contingency planning, so data would be secure in 
an event of natural disaster or other calamity.

These benefits of are briefly 
discussed below. 

4.1 Reduction in costs

Server virtualization reduces the cost and complexity of 
business by encapsulating entire system files that can be 
replicated and restored onto any target server. Managing 
IT can be quite costly for some organizations, in terms of 
time and resources. By Virtualizing server infrastructure, it 
can help to lessen the hardware and maintenance costs, 
and lower company's energy bill.

a.  Conserving energy 

The biggest benefit of virtualization is to lower server 
infrastructure costs. With virtualization, you can 
consolidate excess server and desktop hardware, 
increasing utilization rates for x86 servers from 5 percent to 

Table 1. Power Cost

virtualization 

15 percent. With energy costs and global warming 

concerns rising, power consumption is an important issue 
for many businesses. Virtualization can help lower energy 
costs and lessen a company's CO  emissions. 2

Conserving energy becomes increasingly essential in the 
future. In fact, as many as half the data centers in the world 
will soon face a shortage of cooling needs and energy 
capacity to deal with the newest, high-density computer 
equipment.

b.  Server consolidation

Enterprises are now looking for ways to improve the average 
utilization of servers, reduce maintenance cost and also 
retain the Quality of Services. If a business currently uses one 
server per application, one can save on expensive floor 
space and help eliminate server sprawl by bringing together 
multiple applications onto a single server. This can reduce 
hardware and maintenance costs by as much as 50 percent. 
Virtualization technology can enable workload 
consolidation by providing all the required level of isolation 
with minimal loss in performance. 

4.2  Efficiency and business continuity

In addition to cost savings, virtualization has other benefits, 
including improving staff productivity, business continuity 
and disaster recovery. It also enables your IT team to focus 
on more strategic projects that can help market critical 
products or services. A business attempts to remain 
competitive reducing the cost and complexity of business 
continuity (high availability and disaster recovery solutions) 
by encapsulating entire system into single file that can be 
replicated and restored on any target server, thus 
minimizing downtime.

a. Improve productivity

Because IT employees won't have to order and set up a new 
server for every new application, you will be able to get 
applications up and run them sooner. With fewer technical 
issues to manage, they can focus on strategic projects, such 
as improving customer service or developing new offerings. 
73 percent of small to midsize businesses that have 
implemented virtualization reported seeing significant 
improvements on time spent on routine administrative tasks.

b. Protection of business from downtime and disaster

Natural disasters, malicious attacks, and even simple 
configuration problems like software conflicts can cripple 
services and applications until administrators resolve the 
problems and restore any backed up data. AMD's 

Enhanced Virus Protection helps protect against certain 
viruses, worms, and other malicious attacks. Windows 
Server 2008 Hyper-V provides support for disaster 
recovery within IT environments and across data centers 
using geographical dispersed clustering capabilities. 
Traditional business continuity solutions are expensive and 
complex to deploy, putting them out of reach for many 
smaller organizations. Virtualization helps companies 
achieve faster and easier backup and recovery of key 
application workloads and data. It also enables 
companies to more cost-effectively switch to a secondary 
IT site and restore critical business operations. 

c. Improve business responsiveness

Managing a virtual infrastructure allows IT professionals to 
quickly connect and manage resources to meet ever-
changing business needs.

d. Resource provisioning and securing assets

Live Migration in conjunction with dynamic resource 
provisioning feature available in virtualization software 
can open up lots of possibilities that make an enterprise 
data center better able to handle varying transaction 
volumes. Application can be moved around along with the 
virtual machine using live migration to bigger servers if 
they are found to be choking under high load or more 
resources can be committed to suffering applications by 
shrinking the resources level of other virtual machines 
hosted on the same physical servers. 

Secure company assets, rather than securing hardware. 
Businesses are securing data, no matter where it resides on 
the network. Virtualization can enhance a company's 
ability to increase security because the IT staff is able to 
apply security patches and move applications between 
virtual machines to avoid downtime. Since virtual 
machines reduce your server count, it also leaves your 
business less vulnerable to security attacks.

5. Server Virtualization Products

The key is to ensure that the virtualization software meets 
your corporate security policies and ensures regulatory 
compliance. Perhaps the most important factor to consider 
in virtualization purchase decision is the vendor you select. 
Many small to midsize businesses have chosen software on 
the basis of its reliability, ease of implementation and 
management, ability to deliver high-performance for 
applications, market leadership and lower operating 
costs. Some such products are discussed below.

5.1 VMware

VMware has a suite of virtualization product that is an aid 
in server consolidation. It has released virtualization 
solutions, namely, VMware Workstation, VMware ESX 
Server, VMware GSX Server, and VMware Virtual Center. 

VMware supports both windows and Linux as guest 
operating system. VMware enjoys many of the advantages 
of having pioneered the market and owning a dominant 
market share. For years, it was virtually the only game in 
town and thus benefits from the support of the broadest 
range of third-party software programs and systems for 
functions such as disaster recovery, lifecycle management 
and capacity planning. VMware also has the benefit of 
being generally regarded as the technology leader and 
pacesetter. In having the largest installed base, it has an 
inherent advantage of already being in place when 
companies are looking to expand their use of 
virtualization: VMware, in its 2010 corporate brochure, 
says its solutions are used by more than 97 percent of 
Fortune 1000 companies and 94 percent of Global 500 
companies. There are many applications that are using 
VMware as virtualization. The application percentage 
using VMware is provided in Figure 5.

5.2 Microsoft

Customers that are new to virtualization and coming from 
Windows environments tend to view Hyper-V as a natural 
virtualization platform. Microsoft benefits from its ability to 
deliver familiar administrative tools and setup options. As 
a company coming in against an established market 
leader, Microsoft has taken an aggressive pricing 
approach by simply making Hyper-V R2 an available 
option within the setup of Windows Server 2008 R2. Since 
Windows Server virtual rights licensing is the same across 
any vendor's hypervisor, this results in Hyper-V being a 
generally less expensive solution to implement than 
VMware, at least for the up-front initial investment. 
However, the Microsoft solution includes more than just the 
integrated features in Windows Server. Management tools, 
which are branded under Microsoft System Center, provide 
management at all four layers of the IT infrastructure, from
the physical hardware all the way to the application and 
services inside the virtual environments, in an easy-to-
license suite. This provides a cost-effective way to build a 

Figure 5. Application Percentage Using VMware
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business landscape grows more competitive, forcing 
organizations to be as productive as possible for the least 
amount of money. By leveraging server virtualization 
technologies, companies of all sizes can meet these 
requirements and potentially gain an edge over rival firms.

In this dynamic changing economic environment, the IT 
budgets of small to midsize businesses remain under 
pressure. The target for payback on IT investments appears 
to get higher and higher. However, some IT investments 
offer substantial opportunities for cost reduction, 
productivity improvements and enhanced business 
continuity. This can especially be the case with 
virtualization. And it's not simply a question of reduced 
expenses and resource requirements; virtualization can 
make a company more robust, agile and responsive to 
changing economic conditions and business 
opportunities. By utilizing technology properly, businesses 
can work to stay ahead of the competition and respond to 
the needs of their customers and partners. Further, the IT 
department can become more responsive towards 
business needs and begin to be seen as an innovator and 
driving new business initiatives instead of simply assisting 
the existing operations.

It is easy to say that the benefit of virtualization is high. By 
consolidation, virtualization server business can:

! Lower hardware cost and the associated cooling 
and space cost.

! Improve productivity across organizations and free 
up valuable IT time by simplifying IT infrastructure, 
which leaves additional time to focus on more 
strategic initiatives.

! Reduce costly downtime and streamline business 
contingency planning, so data would be secure in 
an event of natural disaster or other calamity.

These benefits of are briefly 
discussed below. 

4.1 Reduction in costs

Server virtualization reduces the cost and complexity of 
business by encapsulating entire system files that can be 
replicated and restored onto any target server. Managing 
IT can be quite costly for some organizations, in terms of 
time and resources. By Virtualizing server infrastructure, it 
can help to lessen the hardware and maintenance costs, 
and lower company's energy bill.

a.  Conserving energy 

The biggest benefit of virtualization is to lower server 
infrastructure costs. With virtualization, you can 
consolidate excess server and desktop hardware, 
increasing utilization rates for x86 servers from 5 percent to 
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15 percent. With energy costs and global warming 

concerns rising, power consumption is an important issue 
for many businesses. Virtualization can help lower energy 
costs and lessen a company's CO  emissions. 2

Conserving energy becomes increasingly essential in the 
future. In fact, as many as half the data centers in the world 
will soon face a shortage of cooling needs and energy 
capacity to deal with the newest, high-density computer 
equipment.

b.  Server consolidation

Enterprises are now looking for ways to improve the average 
utilization of servers, reduce maintenance cost and also 
retain the Quality of Services. If a business currently uses one 
server per application, one can save on expensive floor 
space and help eliminate server sprawl by bringing together 
multiple applications onto a single server. This can reduce 
hardware and maintenance costs by as much as 50 percent. 
Virtualization technology can enable workload 
consolidation by providing all the required level of isolation 
with minimal loss in performance. 

4.2  Efficiency and business continuity

In addition to cost savings, virtualization has other benefits, 
including improving staff productivity, business continuity 
and disaster recovery. It also enables your IT team to focus 
on more strategic projects that can help market critical 
products or services. A business attempts to remain 
competitive reducing the cost and complexity of business 
continuity (high availability and disaster recovery solutions) 
by encapsulating entire system into single file that can be 
replicated and restored on any target server, thus 
minimizing downtime.

a. Improve productivity

Because IT employees won't have to order and set up a new 
server for every new application, you will be able to get 
applications up and run them sooner. With fewer technical 
issues to manage, they can focus on strategic projects, such 
as improving customer service or developing new offerings. 
73 percent of small to midsize businesses that have 
implemented virtualization reported seeing significant 
improvements on time spent on routine administrative tasks.

b. Protection of business from downtime and disaster

Natural disasters, malicious attacks, and even simple 
configuration problems like software conflicts can cripple 
services and applications until administrators resolve the 
problems and restore any backed up data. AMD's 

Enhanced Virus Protection helps protect against certain 
viruses, worms, and other malicious attacks. Windows 
Server 2008 Hyper-V provides support for disaster 
recovery within IT environments and across data centers 
using geographical dispersed clustering capabilities. 
Traditional business continuity solutions are expensive and 
complex to deploy, putting them out of reach for many 
smaller organizations. Virtualization helps companies 
achieve faster and easier backup and recovery of key 
application workloads and data. It also enables 
companies to more cost-effectively switch to a secondary 
IT site and restore critical business operations. 

c. Improve business responsiveness

Managing a virtual infrastructure allows IT professionals to 
quickly connect and manage resources to meet ever-
changing business needs.

d. Resource provisioning and securing assets

Live Migration in conjunction with dynamic resource 
provisioning feature available in virtualization software 
can open up lots of possibilities that make an enterprise 
data center better able to handle varying transaction 
volumes. Application can be moved around along with the 
virtual machine using live migration to bigger servers if 
they are found to be choking under high load or more 
resources can be committed to suffering applications by 
shrinking the resources level of other virtual machines 
hosted on the same physical servers. 

Secure company assets, rather than securing hardware. 
Businesses are securing data, no matter where it resides on 
the network. Virtualization can enhance a company's 
ability to increase security because the IT staff is able to 
apply security patches and move applications between 
virtual machines to avoid downtime. Since virtual 
machines reduce your server count, it also leaves your 
business less vulnerable to security attacks.

5. Server Virtualization Products

The key is to ensure that the virtualization software meets 
your corporate security policies and ensures regulatory 
compliance. Perhaps the most important factor to consider 
in virtualization purchase decision is the vendor you select. 
Many small to midsize businesses have chosen software on 
the basis of its reliability, ease of implementation and 
management, ability to deliver high-performance for 
applications, market leadership and lower operating 
costs. Some such products are discussed below.

5.1 VMware

VMware has a suite of virtualization product that is an aid 
in server consolidation. It has released virtualization 
solutions, namely, VMware Workstation, VMware ESX 
Server, VMware GSX Server, and VMware Virtual Center. 

VMware supports both windows and Linux as guest 
operating system. VMware enjoys many of the advantages 
of having pioneered the market and owning a dominant 
market share. For years, it was virtually the only game in 
town and thus benefits from the support of the broadest 
range of third-party software programs and systems for 
functions such as disaster recovery, lifecycle management 
and capacity planning. VMware also has the benefit of 
being generally regarded as the technology leader and 
pacesetter. In having the largest installed base, it has an 
inherent advantage of already being in place when 
companies are looking to expand their use of 
virtualization: VMware, in its 2010 corporate brochure, 
says its solutions are used by more than 97 percent of 
Fortune 1000 companies and 94 percent of Global 500 
companies. There are many applications that are using 
VMware as virtualization. The application percentage 
using VMware is provided in Figure 5.

5.2 Microsoft

Customers that are new to virtualization and coming from 
Windows environments tend to view Hyper-V as a natural 
virtualization platform. Microsoft benefits from its ability to 
deliver familiar administrative tools and setup options. As 
a company coming in against an established market 
leader, Microsoft has taken an aggressive pricing 
approach by simply making Hyper-V R2 an available 
option within the setup of Windows Server 2008 R2. Since 
Windows Server virtual rights licensing is the same across 
any vendor's hypervisor, this results in Hyper-V being a 
generally less expensive solution to implement than 
VMware, at least for the up-front initial investment. 
However, the Microsoft solution includes more than just the 
integrated features in Windows Server. Management tools, 
which are branded under Microsoft System Center, provide 
management at all four layers of the IT infrastructure, from
the physical hardware all the way to the application and 
services inside the virtual environments, in an easy-to-
license suite. This provides a cost-effective way to build a 
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virtual environment without losing control and insight. 
There is definitely an advantage for some customers in 
purchasing solutions from a single vendor. For example, as 
part of Windows Server 2008 R2, Hyper-V R2 offers the 
same driver support for attached devices. The Enterprise 
and Datacenter editions of Windows Server 2008 R2 
provide advanced features and functionalities for Hyper-V 
virtualization beyond the Standard edition. These include 
increased memory support, application failover, host 
clustering and dynamic data center. There are also 
different virtualization licensing benefits associated with 
the Enterprise and Datacenter editions, which is an area 
where an expert partner can provide guidance as to the 
overall costs and ROI of your Microsoft virtualization 
deployment.

Now we can make the comparison between VMware and 
MS Hyper-V in terms of total virtualization coast per host 
(Figure 6).

5.3 Citrix

Citrix benefits by having a solution that comes from the 
open source world. Its Xen hypervisor has an active 
community of software developers, ensuring many 
options, particularly those that organizations can build into 
their own virtualization solutions. Like Microsoft, Citrix 
positions itself as a far-less-costly alternative to VMware. 
XenServer 5.6 provides customers with the most robust and 
competitive free virtualization suite, compared with free 
products offered by VMware and Microsoft. Another 
advantage for Citrix is its strong position in the desktop 
virtualization market: Some customers will prefer using the 
same vendor for both server and client virtualization. 
according to Citrix, with core management features such 
as multiserver management, virtual machine templates, 
snapshots, shared storage support, resource pools and 
live migration. In addition, Citrix offers advanced 
management capabilities in Citrix Essentials for the 
XenServer product line. Customers can obtain XenServer 
for free, although they do need a license, and with the free 
version, they get access to features such as live migration, 
centralized management, VM template functionality and 
infrastructure update management as well as physical-
server-to-virtual-machine conversions. Additional features 
are available for a fee in the Advanced, Enterprise and 
Platinum editions of XenServer. XenServer automatically 
restarts virtual machines if a failure occurs at the virtual 
machine, hypervisor or server level. The auto-restart 
capability allows administrators to protect all virtualized 
applications. Workload balancing is a feature of XenServer 
that captures data such as CPU, memory, disk I/O and 
network I/O on the hosts and virtual machines toguide the 
initial and ongoing host location for virtual machines.

The Comparison between Vmware Windows Server 2012 
with Hyper-V (beta) and Citrix XenServer 6, is shown in Table 
2. 

Figure 6. Total Virtualization Cost Per Host.

 Table 2: Comparison between Vmware, Hyper-V and Citrix

Attributes

Small Disk Footprint

OS Independence

Advanced Storage 
Management

 

Advanced CPU 
Management

Flexible Resource 
Allocation

VMware

[144 MB disk footprint

[No reliance on general purpose 
operating system

[VMware vStorage VMFS

[Tuned to support Intel SMT 
hyper-threading; Supports 3D 
graphics accelerators

[Hot add VM vCPUs and memory, 
VMFS volume grow, hot extend 
virtual disks, hot add virtual disks

Hyper-V (beta)

! >5GB with Server Core 
installation

! Relies on Windows 2012 
in Parent Partition

! Lacks an integrated 
cluster file system

! No reliable performance 
advantage when using 
hyper-threading

! Nothing comparable

Citrix XenServer 6

! >1GB

! Relies on Linux in Dom0 
management Partition

! Lacks an integrated cluster 
file system, storage features 
support very few arrays

! No reliable performance 
advantage when using hyper-
threading

! Nothing comparable

6.Conclusion

One of the biggest technologies to hit the market over the 
last few years has been virtualization. From a server 
perspective, virtualization breaks the bond between the 
operating system (OS) and the underlying hardware. 
Using virtual servers to act as redundant backup servers in 
replication-based high availability environments makes 
the deployment of this technology less burdensome from a 
financial perspective. Virtualized service technologies 
allow businesses of nearly any size to consolidate data and 
applications onto a fewer servers, doing so in less space, 
consuming less power, and usually for less money long 
term. Virtualization greatly simplifies how your company 
manages IT infrastructure; saving IT management time 
and increasing productivity through streamline and 
automation. The result is improved services to your 
company and clients, all while reducing operating cost 
and capital expenditures.
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virtual environment without losing control and insight. 
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(Figure 6).
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restarts virtual machines if a failure occurs at the virtual 
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The protocol allows the communicating nodes to set up 
secure channels to send and receive data. It also allows 
cryptographic algorithms to be applied and increase the 
security. Depending on the required security level for 
applications, different cryptographic algorithms may be 
applied. One cause of the complexity is that IPSec provides 
a mechanism, not policy: rather than define such-and-
such encryption algorithm or a certain authentication 
function, it provides a framework that allows an 
implementation to provide nearly anything that both ends 
agree upon. There are several correlated parameters like:

AH versus ESP

Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulating Security 
Payload (ESP) are the two main protocols used by IPSec, 
and they authenticate (AH) and encrypt+authenticate 
(ESP) the data flowing over that connection. 

Tunnel Mode versus Transport Mode 

Transport Mode provides a secure connection between 
two endpoints as it encapsulates IP's payload, while Tunnel 
Mode encapsulates the entire IP packet to provide a virtual 
"secure hop" between two gateways.

IKE versus Manual Keys 

Since both sides of the conversation need to know the 
secret values used in hashing or encryption, there is query 
question of just how this data is exchanged. Manual keys 
require manual entry of the secret values on both the ends, 
presumably conveyed by some out-of-hand mechanism, 
and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) is a sophisticated 
mechanism for doing this online. 

The Internet has a great many resources surrounding 
IPSec, some better than others. The starting point, of 
course, is always with the Requests for Comment (RFCs) 
that form the Internet standards defining the protocols. 
These are the main reference works on which all other 
documentation  including this one  is based. Some of the 
RFCs are: RFC 2401, RFC 2403, RFC 4301, RFC 4302 
etc. [6].

3. Methodology 

“Trade of Index” is a parameter used to calculate the 
efficiency. In this study, so many cases have been taken to 
find trade of index by varying the packet sizes and 
cryptographic algorithms. After that, average trade of 
index is calculated. Also different scenarios have been 
taken for selecting the best technique for encryption. The 
techniques used are: AES,DES,3DES, MD5, and 
DES+MD5. AES is used widely because the algorithm is 
fast in both software and hardware, easy to implement and 
requires little memory [5]. 

The DES algorithm [4] is a symmetric block cipher with 
block and key size of 64 bits. DES has been proven not a 

reliable cryptographic scheme as special hardware can 
break DES in a few hours. This has been the reason to 

Table 1. Processing Times for 100 MIPS [3]
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1. Introduction

In public key cryptography, each user or the device taking 
part in the communication has a pair of keys, a public key 
and a private key, along with a set of operations associated 
with the keys to do the cryptographic operations. Only the 
particular user/device knows the private key whereas the 
public key is distributed to all users/devices taking part in 
the communication. Since the knowledge of public key 
does not compromise the security of the algorithms, it can 
be easily exchanged online. Whereas in private key 
cryptography, there is the same key to do the cryptographic 
operation.

Security can be defined as the protection of data being 
transmitted over a wireless network. In the past few years, 
the IEEE 802.16 working group has developed a number 
of standards for WiMAX

The first standard was published in 2001, which aims to 
support the communications in the 1066 GHz frequency 
band. In 2003, IEEE 802.16a was introduced to provide 
additional physical layer Specifications for the 211 GHz 
frequency band. These two standards were further revised 
in 2004 (IEEE 802.16-2004). Recently, IEEE 802.16e has 
also been approved as the official standard for mobile 
applications.  Encryption algorithms which use the same 
key for both encryption and decryption are known as 
symmetric key algorithms. Our objective is to simulate the 
scenario shown in Figure1.

2. IPSec Basics

Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) is a protocol suite for 
securing Internet Protocol (IP) communications by 
authenticating and encrypting each IP packet of a 
communication session. IPSec is a developing network layer 
security mechanism. It protects traffic between endpoints at 
the network layer and it is totally independent from any 
application, that runs above the network layer [1].
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1. Introduction 

Due to the explosive growth of the Web, Web 
personalization and recommender systems have gained 
popularity, helping people to find the information they 
want, and allowing Web site owners to optimize their sites 
and increase user satisfaction. In most E-commerce 
recommender systems, the user provides inputs and the 
system processes the information to generate a list of 
recommendations. The input, indicating the user's 
preferences on items can be explicit ratings of items or 
derived based on the implicit indications of interest such as 
the user's behavior during navigation. An increasing 
number of Web recommender systems today make use of 
implicit ratings where Web user's interests are captured 
during the interaction with the Web site by navigating 
through a sequence of pages. Web personalization 
systems will identify the user's interest in individual or 

groups of items, based on some measures such as whether 
an item is purchased or not, time spent on viewing a page 
or item, etc. The goal of personalization based on Web 
usage mining is to recommend a set of objects to the 
current (active) user, possibly consisting of links, ads, text, 
products, or services, tailored to the user's preferences. A 
recommender system which uses explicit ratings, requires 
users to create some sort of account. However, a 
determined attacker may be able to outwit schemes 
designed to prevent automated account registration. 
Definitely, the cost of generating new profile is significant. 
On the other hand, navigation-based recommender 
systems use implicit feedback captured in the click-stream 
data and are mainly dependent on the navigation profiles 
of anonymous users who visit pages in a particular order or 
combination. Web recommendation is typically performed 
on log data, which is not associated with user accounts. 
Thus, an attacker needs only successfully disguise his 
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automated site crawler as a large number of different 
legitimate Web clients, something easily achieved through 
anonymized browsing techniques.

An attacker, who could inject such navigation profiles by 
visiting a combination of items often enough, may 
produce any recommendation behavior for future users 
that he or she desires.  In this paper, there is an 
investigation of the effectiveness of various attack models 
against navigation-oriented (also called “usage-based”) 
personalization algorithms.  We focus specifically on two 
standard approaches for generating recommendation 
from click-stream and Web navigation data, namely, the k-
Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) algorithm, commonly used in 
collaborative filtering, and an algorithm based on Markov 
models. 

2. Attack Types

A profile injection attack comprises of a set of attack 
profiles being inserted into the system with the aim of 
altering the system's recommendation behavior with 
respect to a single target item.

In the context of Web usage data, an attacker's aim is to 
insert a bias into a recommender system by injecting fake 
navigational profiles. These fake profiles can easily be 
generated by an attacker using some crawling 
mechanism. A specialized crawler could insert such 
navigation profiles by visiting certain pages in a particular 
order or combination, these attacks are called as 
“crawling” attacks. Conceptually, the profile is partitioned 
in three parts as depicted in Figure 1. The target page it will 
always be included because it is the page being promoted. 
As described below, some attacks require identifying a 
group of pages with desirable characteristics. This set is 
symbolized by IS. IF is a set of pages chosen randomly to fill 
the rest of the profile. The strategy for selecting pages in IS 
and IF defines the characteristics of an attack model.

In our work, we specially focused on two types of attacks: 
the bandwagon and segment. In this paper, we have 
developed different versions of attack models that are 
particularly suited for manipulating navigation oriented 
web recommendation.

2.1  Bandwagon attack :  The bandwagon attack uses a 
small amount of additional knowledge, namely the 
identification of a few of the most popular items in a 
particular domain: blockbuster movies, top-selling 
recordings, etc. This information is easy to obtain and not 
dependent on any specifics of the system under attack. We 
introduce popular page attack which is an adaptation of the 
bandwagon attack in context of Web usage data. The 
attacker identifies a few of the most popular pages in a 
particular Web site. A custom crawler generates repeated 
visits to those popular pages and to the target page. Over 
time, such visits will generate a large number of profiles that 

associate the target page with the popular pages. For many 
sites, the most popular pages will be relatively obvious: for 
example, the site's home page. In this attack model, the set IS 
contains these popular pages selected to be part of attack 
profiles. In our experiments, we use the top two most 
frequently accessed pages as the contents of IS. The set IF is a 
set of pages chosen randomly to fill the rest of the profile.

2.2  Segment attack :  The goal of the segment attack is 
to maximize the similarity between the target item and the 
segment items in IS. The segment items are those well-liked 
by the market segment to which the target item it is aimed. 
In the case of explicit ratings data, the items in IS are given 
high ratings to increase the similarity between them and 
the target item; the filler items are given low ratings, to 
decrease the similarity between these items and the target 
item. This attack proves to be highly effective against both 
u s e r- ba sed  and  i t em-ba sed  co l l abo ra t i v e  
recommendation [3].

We developed a version of the segment attack for Web 
usage data. This attack is designed to promote a page to a 
targeted group of users with known preferences. The goal 
of this attack is to maximize the similarity between the 
attack profiles and user profiles containing a group of 
pages or items well liked by the market segment to which 
the target item is aimed. In this scenario, segments are 
dependent on preferences based on some navigational 
patterns. Users interested in these segment pages would 
then be highly likely to get the target page as a 
recommendation.

3. Recommendation Algorithms

The overall process of personalization based on Web 
usage mining consists of three phases, namely data 
preprocessing, pattern discovery, and recommendation. In 
the data preprocessing phase the raw click-stream data is 
transformed into a set of user profiles. Raw Web log data is 
cleaned and sessionized to generate user sessions. Each 
user session is a logical representation of a user's single 
visit to the Web site (usually within certain time interval). 
The output of this phase is a set  of n  pages, P = {p ,p ,·· ·, 1  2

p },  and a set of m  user sessions U = u, u , ··· , u ,  where n l 2 m

each u  U consists  of  pages from  a  subset  of  P.  The i 

Web session data can be conceptually viewed as a m×n  
session-page matrix UP=[w(u , p  )] , where w(u ,p )  i j m×n i j

represents the weight of page p  in user session u . The j i

weights can be binary, indicating the existence or non-
existence of the page in the session, or they may be a 
function of the occurrences or duration of the page in that 
session. Each user session u can also be viewed as a l-
length sequence of ordered pairs:

?

u u u u u uu =  {(p , w(p )), (p ,w(p )), ………, (p , w(p )) }1 1 2 2 i i

u uwhere each p   =  p    and w(p  )  = w(u, p  ),  for some j ?  i j i j

{1, ·· · , n}.
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Figure 1.  The general form of an attack profile

 

Given a set of user profiles or sessions as described above, a 
variety of unsupervised knowledge discovery techniques can 
be applied to obtain patterns. Techniques such as clustering 
of users (or sessions) can lead to the discovery of important 
user or visitor segments. Other techniques such as item (e.g., 
page) clustering, association rule mining, or sequential 
pattern discovery, can be used to find important relationships 
among items based on the navigational patterns of users in 
the site. In the cases of clustering and association rule 
discovery, generally, the ordering relation among the pages 
is not taken into account, thus a user profile is viewed as a set 
(or, more generally, as a bag) of pages. In the case of 
sequential patterns, however, we need to preserve the 
ordering relationship among the pages within transactions, 
in order to effectively model users' navigational patterns, and 
thus the sequence representation is used as input to the 
pattern discovery phase.

In this paper, we have concentrated on the two algorithms: 
the user-based kNN recommendation algorithm and a 
recommendation algorithm based on Markov chains. We 
have described these algorithms in more detail in the 
following sections.

3.1. kNN-Based Algorithm

Collaborative filtering based on k-nearest-Neighbor 
(kNN) approach involves comparing the active record for 
a target user with historical records of other users in order 
to find the top k users who have similar tastes or interests. 
The mapping of a visitor record to its neighborhood could 
be based on similarity in ratings of items, access to similar 
contents or pages, or purchases of similar items. This 
neighborhood is then used to recommend items not 
already accessed or purchased by the active user.

In the context of personalization based on click-stream 
data, kNN involves measuring the similarity or correlation 
between the active session S  and each session T in 
historical records. The top k most similar users to S are 
considered to be the neighborhood for the active session, 
S denoted by NB(s). S many measures can be used to find 
the nearest neighbors. In traditional collaborative filtering 
domains (where feature weights are item ratings on a 
discrete scale), the Pearson r correlation coefficient is 
commonly used. This measure is based on the deviations 
of users' ratings on various items from their mean ratings 
on all rated items.  However, this measure may not be 
appropriate when the primary data source is click-stream 
data (particularly in the case of binary weights). Instead the 
cosine coefficient, commonly used in information retrieval, 
were used which measures the cosine of the angle between 
two vectors.  The cosine coefficient can be computed by 
normalizing the dot product of the two vectors with respect 
to their vector norms. Given the active session S and a 
session T in historical records, the similarity between them 
is obtained by: 

| × |sim ( t,  s ) = (   )/(  | s |).

In order to determine which items (not already visited by 
the user in the active session) are to be recommended, a 
recommendation score is computed for each item pi ?  P, 
based on the neighborhood NB(s) for the active session, 
where P is the set of all pages. The recommendation score 
for a page p with respect to NB(s) is computed by :

where w(t, p)  is  the  weight for  the  page p  in  the  active 
session t. In our experiments we use binary weights for 
pages, indicating whether a document is accessed or not 
in user's session. If a  fixed number N of recommendations 
is considered, then the top N items with the highest 
recommendation scores  are  considered  to  be  part  of  
the recommendation set.
3.2   Markov Model Algorithm

A Markov model is represented by the 3-tuple [A, S, T ], 
where A is a set of possible actions, S is the set of n states 
for which the model is built and T is the Transition 
Probability Matrix (TPM) that stores the probability of 
performing an action. It should be mentioned that s and S 
is described above. Specifically, T=[P , ] , where P ,  i j n×n i j

represents the probability of a transition from state S  to i

state S  . The order of the Markov model corresponds to the j

number of prior events used in predicting a future event. 
thSo, a k -order Markov model predicts the probability of the 

next event by looking at the past k events. The simplest 
Markov model predicts the next action by only looking at 
the last action performed by the user. Given a set of all 
paths R, the probability of reaching a state sj from a state si 
via a (non-cyclic) path rå R is given by: p(r) = ËP , , k k+1

where k ranges from i to J. The probability of reaching S  j
from S  is the sum over all paths:i

  
          

Markov model can also be used to discover high 
probability user navigational paths in a Web site. In the 
context of recommendation systems, A is the set of items 
and S is the visitor's navigation history, defined as a k-tuple 
of items visited, where k is the order of the Markov model. 
The input data for building the Markov model consists of 
Web sessions, where each session represents the sequence 
of the pages accessed by the user during his/her visit to the 
site.

Each state in the Markov model corresponds to all sub-
sessions of length k which were observed in the data, 
where k is the order of Markov model. In the case of first 
order models, the states will correspond to single page 
and in the case of second order models the states will 
correspond to all pairs of consecutive pages and so on. 

t, s t
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automated site crawler as a large number of different 
legitimate Web clients, something easily achieved through 
anonymized browsing techniques.

An attacker, who could inject such navigation profiles by 
visiting a combination of items often enough, may 
produce any recommendation behavior for future users 
that he or she desires.  In this paper, there is an 
investigation of the effectiveness of various attack models 
against navigation-oriented (also called “usage-based”) 
personalization algorithms.  We focus specifically on two 
standard approaches for generating recommendation 
from click-stream and Web navigation data, namely, the k-
Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) algorithm, commonly used in 
collaborative filtering, and an algorithm based on Markov 
models. 

2. Attack Types

A profile injection attack comprises of a set of attack 
profiles being inserted into the system with the aim of 
altering the system's recommendation behavior with 
respect to a single target item.

In the context of Web usage data, an attacker's aim is to 
insert a bias into a recommender system by injecting fake 
navigational profiles. These fake profiles can easily be 
generated by an attacker using some crawling 
mechanism. A specialized crawler could insert such 
navigation profiles by visiting certain pages in a particular 
order or combination, these attacks are called as 
“crawling” attacks. Conceptually, the profile is partitioned 
in three parts as depicted in Figure 1. The target page it will 
always be included because it is the page being promoted. 
As described below, some attacks require identifying a 
group of pages with desirable characteristics. This set is 
symbolized by IS. IF is a set of pages chosen randomly to fill 
the rest of the profile. The strategy for selecting pages in IS 
and IF defines the characteristics of an attack model.

In our work, we specially focused on two types of attacks: 
the bandwagon and segment. In this paper, we have 
developed different versions of attack models that are 
particularly suited for manipulating navigation oriented 
web recommendation.

2.1  Bandwagon attack :  The bandwagon attack uses a 
small amount of additional knowledge, namely the 
identification of a few of the most popular items in a 
particular domain: blockbuster movies, top-selling 
recordings, etc. This information is easy to obtain and not 
dependent on any specifics of the system under attack. We 
introduce popular page attack which is an adaptation of the 
bandwagon attack in context of Web usage data. The 
attacker identifies a few of the most popular pages in a 
particular Web site. A custom crawler generates repeated 
visits to those popular pages and to the target page. Over 
time, such visits will generate a large number of profiles that 

associate the target page with the popular pages. For many 
sites, the most popular pages will be relatively obvious: for 
example, the site's home page. In this attack model, the set IS 
contains these popular pages selected to be part of attack 
profiles. In our experiments, we use the top two most 
frequently accessed pages as the contents of IS. The set IF is a 
set of pages chosen randomly to fill the rest of the profile.

2.2  Segment attack :  The goal of the segment attack is 
to maximize the similarity between the target item and the 
segment items in IS. The segment items are those well-liked 
by the market segment to which the target item it is aimed. 
In the case of explicit ratings data, the items in IS are given 
high ratings to increase the similarity between them and 
the target item; the filler items are given low ratings, to 
decrease the similarity between these items and the target 
item. This attack proves to be highly effective against both 
u s e r- ba sed  and  i t em-ba sed  co l l abo ra t i v e  
recommendation [3].

We developed a version of the segment attack for Web 
usage data. This attack is designed to promote a page to a 
targeted group of users with known preferences. The goal 
of this attack is to maximize the similarity between the 
attack profiles and user profiles containing a group of 
pages or items well liked by the market segment to which 
the target item is aimed. In this scenario, segments are 
dependent on preferences based on some navigational 
patterns. Users interested in these segment pages would 
then be highly likely to get the target page as a 
recommendation.

3. Recommendation Algorithms

The overall process of personalization based on Web 
usage mining consists of three phases, namely data 
preprocessing, pattern discovery, and recommendation. In 
the data preprocessing phase the raw click-stream data is 
transformed into a set of user profiles. Raw Web log data is 
cleaned and sessionized to generate user sessions. Each 
user session is a logical representation of a user's single 
visit to the Web site (usually within certain time interval). 
The output of this phase is a set  of n  pages, P = {p ,p ,·· ·, 1  2

p },  and a set of m  user sessions U = u, u , ··· , u ,  where n l 2 m

each u  U consists  of  pages from  a  subset  of  P.  The i 

Web session data can be conceptually viewed as a m×n  
session-page matrix UP=[w(u , p  )] , where w(u ,p )  i j m×n i j

represents the weight of page p  in user session u . The j i

weights can be binary, indicating the existence or non-
existence of the page in the session, or they may be a 
function of the occurrences or duration of the page in that 
session. Each user session u can also be viewed as a l-
length sequence of ordered pairs:

?

u u u u u uu =  {(p , w(p )), (p ,w(p )), ………, (p , w(p )) }1 1 2 2 i i

u uwhere each p   =  p    and w(p  )  = w(u, p  ),  for some j ?  i j i j

{1, ·· · , n}.
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Figure 1.  The general form of an attack profile

 

Given a set of user profiles or sessions as described above, a 
variety of unsupervised knowledge discovery techniques can 
be applied to obtain patterns. Techniques such as clustering 
of users (or sessions) can lead to the discovery of important 
user or visitor segments. Other techniques such as item (e.g., 
page) clustering, association rule mining, or sequential 
pattern discovery, can be used to find important relationships 
among items based on the navigational patterns of users in 
the site. In the cases of clustering and association rule 
discovery, generally, the ordering relation among the pages 
is not taken into account, thus a user profile is viewed as a set 
(or, more generally, as a bag) of pages. In the case of 
sequential patterns, however, we need to preserve the 
ordering relationship among the pages within transactions, 
in order to effectively model users' navigational patterns, and 
thus the sequence representation is used as input to the 
pattern discovery phase.

In this paper, we have concentrated on the two algorithms: 
the user-based kNN recommendation algorithm and a 
recommendation algorithm based on Markov chains. We 
have described these algorithms in more detail in the 
following sections.

3.1. kNN-Based Algorithm

Collaborative filtering based on k-nearest-Neighbor 
(kNN) approach involves comparing the active record for 
a target user with historical records of other users in order 
to find the top k users who have similar tastes or interests. 
The mapping of a visitor record to its neighborhood could 
be based on similarity in ratings of items, access to similar 
contents or pages, or purchases of similar items. This 
neighborhood is then used to recommend items not 
already accessed or purchased by the active user.

In the context of personalization based on click-stream 
data, kNN involves measuring the similarity or correlation 
between the active session S  and each session T in 
historical records. The top k most similar users to S are 
considered to be the neighborhood for the active session, 
S denoted by NB(s). S many measures can be used to find 
the nearest neighbors. In traditional collaborative filtering 
domains (where feature weights are item ratings on a 
discrete scale), the Pearson r correlation coefficient is 
commonly used. This measure is based on the deviations 
of users' ratings on various items from their mean ratings 
on all rated items.  However, this measure may not be 
appropriate when the primary data source is click-stream 
data (particularly in the case of binary weights). Instead the 
cosine coefficient, commonly used in information retrieval, 
were used which measures the cosine of the angle between 
two vectors.  The cosine coefficient can be computed by 
normalizing the dot product of the two vectors with respect 
to their vector norms. Given the active session S and a 
session T in historical records, the similarity between them 
is obtained by: 

| × |sim ( t,  s ) = (   )/(  | s |).

In order to determine which items (not already visited by 
the user in the active session) are to be recommended, a 
recommendation score is computed for each item pi ?  P, 
based on the neighborhood NB(s) for the active session, 
where P is the set of all pages. The recommendation score 
for a page p with respect to NB(s) is computed by :

where w(t, p)  is  the  weight for  the  page p  in  the  active 
session t. In our experiments we use binary weights for 
pages, indicating whether a document is accessed or not 
in user's session. If a  fixed number N of recommendations 
is considered, then the top N items with the highest 
recommendation scores  are  considered  to  be  part  of  
the recommendation set.
3.2   Markov Model Algorithm

A Markov model is represented by the 3-tuple [A, S, T ], 
where A is a set of possible actions, S is the set of n states 
for which the model is built and T is the Transition 
Probability Matrix (TPM) that stores the probability of 
performing an action. It should be mentioned that s and S 
is described above. Specifically, T=[P , ] , where P ,  i j n×n i j

represents the probability of a transition from state S  to i

state S  . The order of the Markov model corresponds to the j

number of prior events used in predicting a future event. 
thSo, a k -order Markov model predicts the probability of the 

next event by looking at the past k events. The simplest 
Markov model predicts the next action by only looking at 
the last action performed by the user. Given a set of all 
paths R, the probability of reaching a state sj from a state si 
via a (non-cyclic) path rå R is given by: p(r) = ËP , , k k+1

where k ranges from i to J. The probability of reaching S  j
from S  is the sum over all paths:i

  
          

Markov model can also be used to discover high 
probability user navigational paths in a Web site. In the 
context of recommendation systems, A is the set of items 
and S is the visitor's navigation history, defined as a k-tuple 
of items visited, where k is the order of the Markov model. 
The input data for building the Markov model consists of 
Web sessions, where each session represents the sequence 
of the pages accessed by the user during his/her visit to the 
site.

Each state in the Markov model corresponds to all sub-
sessions of length k which were observed in the data, 
where k is the order of Markov model. In the case of first 
order models, the states will correspond to single page 
and in the case of second order models the states will 
correspond to all pairs of consecutive pages and so on. 

t, s t
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Once the states of Markov model are built, the TPM can 
then be computed. The most commonly used approach 
for estimating the probabilities in the TPM is to use a 
training set of action-sequences, and each p is ij, 

estimated based on the frequency of the event that 
action a  follows the state s . Making guess for Web i j

session is complicated. For example, consider a user 
who has accessed pages P , P  and P . If we want to 1 5 4

predict the next page that will be accessed by the user, 
we will first identify the state s , that is associated with 4

page P  and then look up the TPM to find the page p  that 4 i

has the highest associated probability.

4.  Experimental Evaluation

4.1.  Evaluation Metrics

We use a measure hit ratio in the context of top-N 
recommendations which has commonly been used to 
evaluate predictions based on Web usage mining 
models [14]. For each user session in the evaluation 
set, we input the first j pages, as a surrogate for a user's 
active session, into the recommender system and 
generate a recommendation set. The value j is the 
window size for the experiments. We then compare the 
recommendation set with the (J+1) page  the next 
page that the user actually visited. If the page (J+1) 
appears in the recommendation set, we call it as a 
“hit”. We define the hit ratio   as the total number of 
hits divided by the total number of sessions in the 
evaluation set.

In measuring the impact of an attack, we are interested 
not in raw performance how well the recommender does 
its job  but rather in the change in performance induced 
by an attack. In a “push” attack, the attacker will desire 
that the pushed item will be more likely to be 
recommended after the attack than before. We measure 
this benefit to the attack with the metric target hit ratio. 
The same operation is performed as for the hit ratio 
metric described above, but instead of measuring the 
frequency of selection of the next item the user actually 
visited, we measure how frequently the target item is 

recommended. Let R be the set of top N u  

recommendations for user u. For each push attack on a 
target item i, the value of a hit for user u denoted by H , ui

   can be evaluated as 1 if i ? R ; otherwise, it is zero. We u

define target hit ratio as the number of hits across all user 
sessions divided by the total number of user sessions in 
the evaluation set, computed as:

The average target hit ratio can then be calculated as 
the sum of the hit ratios for attacks on each item i 

across all items divided by the total number of target 
items in the test date. In our experiments, we report the 
average of this value across all test user sessions. Of 
course, a measure of the impact of the attack is also 
dependent on what the Target Hit Ratio would have 
been in the absence of the attack profiles. In most 
cases, the pre-attack value is vanishingly small as the 
results below show.

We first compute the average hit ratio or average target hit 
ratio for the current user within this active session window 
and finally compute the overall average for all test 
sessions.

4.2. Experimental Methodology

For our experiments, data based on the server logs of the 
host Computer Science department spanning a one-
month period are used. This data set is refered as the CTI 
data. Standard preprocessing techniques [6] were applied 
to clean the data, remove spider references, and 
sessionize the data.  This data set is filtered to include only 
sessions of size 6 or more. The initial preprocessed data set 
contained more than 100,000 sessions and over 4,000 
pages. Further aggregation was performed to “roll up” 
low-support (infrequently accessed) pages to their 
common root node in the site hierarchy. The final data set 
spanned approximately 700 aggregated page views, 
representing access to items (or item categories in the case 
of aggregated references). This data set was randomly 
divided into training and evaluation sets. The training set of 
user sessions was used to build the models while the test set 
consisting of more than 4,000 user sessions was used to 
evaluate the recommendations generated by the models. 
To simulate segment attacks in which an item is pushed by 
creating strong associations with a segment of users who 
show interest in a particular group of items. Here, we 
considered two scenarios: one in which a particular faculty 
page would be pushed to all users showing an interest in 
any of the faculty-related pages, and one in which a 
particular course would be pushed to all of the visitors 
looking at any of the course-related pages. Our 
evaluation set consists of those users whose session 
included any one of these segment pages within the first six 
page-views. There were 525 and 993 user sessions in the 
evaluation sets for the faculty-segment and course- 
segment respectively.

As attack targets, a set of pages is used, consisting of 25 
pages each in the faculty and course areas. These were 
chosen to be specific courses or faculty home pages, not 
top-level navigation pages. Each of these target pages was 
attacked individually and the results reported below 
represent averages over targets and all sessions in test 
data set. For all the attacks, a number of attack profiles are 
generated and inserted into the system database and then 
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recommendations are  and
percentage of the pre-attack user count is measured. For 
example, if the training set contains 100,000 user 
sessions, an attack size of 1% corresponds to 1,000 attack 
profiles added to the system. 

Considering Figure 1, the target page i is the one that an t 

attacker would like to promote. The set I is the set of “special” S 

pages chosen based on some property. Finally, I is a set of F 

pages chosen randomly to fill the rest of the profile.

The purpose of Popular Page attack is to promote a target 
page along with a few popular pages. The popular pages  

could be a few of the most frequently accessed pages. In  

this attack, the set I consists of two top most frequently S 

accessed pages and the filler item set I is chosen randomly. F 

One of the characteristics of the Bandwagon attack found 
in previous work is that popular items could be easily 
discovered from third-party sources and required no 
system-specific knowledge. This version of the attack 
requires the attack to know what pages will be most visited. 
It is assume that in most sites the popular pages will be 
fairly obvious from site structure.

In our segment attack model, the segment items are those 
well-liked by the market segment to which the target item it 
is aimed. Two user segments are chosen namely, faculty 
and course. To generate segment attacks, we set I to S 

contain a sample of appropriately-related pages. There 
are no stuffing items, so I is null.F 

4.3. Experimental Results

We first compare the accuracy of the kNN and Markov 
algorithms by measuring hit ratio. The window size is set to  
3, small  enough  so  that  user  can  get  recommen-
dations after visiting first few pages. As Figure 2 shows, the 
Markov model is significantly more accurate than kNN. 
Even at lower number of recommendations, Markov 
model performs better than kNN. The results shown here 
are not surprising, because the Markov model is well suited 
for predicting the sequential process of Web navigation.

The experimental results in Figures 3 and 4 represent the 
target hit ratio for two attack types. In the case of the kNN 
algorithm, the target hit ratio is relatively flat across 
different recommendation set sizes, so only a single set size 
is shown. This was not the case for the Markov algorithm so 
a range of different retrieval sets are displayed. This would 
seem to indicate that the attack has a relatively scale-free 
impact on the kNN algorithm: as the retrieval set gets 
larger the attacked item is represented in the same 
proportion. For the kNN algorithm, the value of the Target 
Hit Ratio for the target items was essentially zero prior to 
the attack. The (small) pre-attack baseline is shown in the 
Markov graph.

In the case of the Markov algorithm, the Popular Page 

generated  “size of attack” as a 
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Figure 3. The objective hit ratio results for CTI Site in 
kNN-based algorithm. Window Size=3, Attack Size=10%

Figure 4. The target hit ratio results for CTI Site in Markov 
model algorithm.Window Size =3, Attack Size = 10%
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Once the states of Markov model are built, the TPM can 
then be computed. The most commonly used approach 
for estimating the probabilities in the TPM is to use a 
training set of action-sequences, and each p is ij, 

estimated based on the frequency of the event that 
action a  follows the state s . Making guess for Web i j

session is complicated. For example, consider a user 
who has accessed pages P , P  and P . If we want to 1 5 4

predict the next page that will be accessed by the user, 
we will first identify the state s , that is associated with 4

page P  and then look up the TPM to find the page p  that 4 i

has the highest associated probability.

4.  Experimental Evaluation

4.1.  Evaluation Metrics

We use a measure hit ratio in the context of top-N 
recommendations which has commonly been used to 
evaluate predictions based on Web usage mining 
models [14]. For each user session in the evaluation 
set, we input the first j pages, as a surrogate for a user's 
active session, into the recommender system and 
generate a recommendation set. The value j is the 
window size for the experiments. We then compare the 
recommendation set with the (J+1) page  the next 
page that the user actually visited. If the page (J+1) 
appears in the recommendation set, we call it as a 
“hit”. We define the hit ratio   as the total number of 
hits divided by the total number of sessions in the 
evaluation set.

In measuring the impact of an attack, we are interested 
not in raw performance how well the recommender does 
its job  but rather in the change in performance induced 
by an attack. In a “push” attack, the attacker will desire 
that the pushed item will be more likely to be 
recommended after the attack than before. We measure 
this benefit to the attack with the metric target hit ratio. 
The same operation is performed as for the hit ratio 
metric described above, but instead of measuring the 
frequency of selection of the next item the user actually 
visited, we measure how frequently the target item is 

recommended. Let R be the set of top N u  

recommendations for user u. For each push attack on a 
target item i, the value of a hit for user u denoted by H , ui

   can be evaluated as 1 if i ? R ; otherwise, it is zero. We u

define target hit ratio as the number of hits across all user 
sessions divided by the total number of user sessions in 
the evaluation set, computed as:

The average target hit ratio can then be calculated as 
the sum of the hit ratios for attacks on each item i 

across all items divided by the total number of target 
items in the test date. In our experiments, we report the 
average of this value across all test user sessions. Of 
course, a measure of the impact of the attack is also 
dependent on what the Target Hit Ratio would have 
been in the absence of the attack profiles. In most 
cases, the pre-attack value is vanishingly small as the 
results below show.

We first compute the average hit ratio or average target hit 
ratio for the current user within this active session window 
and finally compute the overall average for all test 
sessions.

4.2. Experimental Methodology

For our experiments, data based on the server logs of the 
host Computer Science department spanning a one-
month period are used. This data set is refered as the CTI 
data. Standard preprocessing techniques [6] were applied 
to clean the data, remove spider references, and 
sessionize the data.  This data set is filtered to include only 
sessions of size 6 or more. The initial preprocessed data set 
contained more than 100,000 sessions and over 4,000 
pages. Further aggregation was performed to “roll up” 
low-support (infrequently accessed) pages to their 
common root node in the site hierarchy. The final data set 
spanned approximately 700 aggregated page views, 
representing access to items (or item categories in the case 
of aggregated references). This data set was randomly 
divided into training and evaluation sets. The training set of 
user sessions was used to build the models while the test set 
consisting of more than 4,000 user sessions was used to 
evaluate the recommendations generated by the models. 
To simulate segment attacks in which an item is pushed by 
creating strong associations with a segment of users who 
show interest in a particular group of items. Here, we 
considered two scenarios: one in which a particular faculty 
page would be pushed to all users showing an interest in 
any of the faculty-related pages, and one in which a 
particular course would be pushed to all of the visitors 
looking at any of the course-related pages. Our 
evaluation set consists of those users whose session 
included any one of these segment pages within the first six 
page-views. There were 525 and 993 user sessions in the 
evaluation sets for the faculty-segment and course- 
segment respectively.

As attack targets, a set of pages is used, consisting of 25 
pages each in the faculty and course areas. These were 
chosen to be specific courses or faculty home pages, not 
top-level navigation pages. Each of these target pages was 
attacked individually and the results reported below 
represent averages over targets and all sessions in test 
data set. For all the attacks, a number of attack profiles are 
generated and inserted into the system database and then 
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example, if the training set contains 100,000 user 
sessions, an attack size of 1% corresponds to 1,000 attack 
profiles added to the system. 

Considering Figure 1, the target page i is the one that an t 

attacker would like to promote. The set I is the set of “special” S 

pages chosen based on some property. Finally, I is a set of F 

pages chosen randomly to fill the rest of the profile.

The purpose of Popular Page attack is to promote a target 
page along with a few popular pages. The popular pages  

could be a few of the most frequently accessed pages. In  

this attack, the set I consists of two top most frequently S 

accessed pages and the filler item set I is chosen randomly. F 

One of the characteristics of the Bandwagon attack found 
in previous work is that popular items could be easily 
discovered from third-party sources and required no 
system-specific knowledge. This version of the attack 
requires the attack to know what pages will be most visited. 
It is assume that in most sites the popular pages will be 
fairly obvious from site structure.

In our segment attack model, the segment items are those 
well-liked by the market segment to which the target item it 
is aimed. Two user segments are chosen namely, faculty 
and course. To generate segment attacks, we set I to S 

contain a sample of appropriately-related pages. There 
are no stuffing items, so I is null.F 

4.3. Experimental Results

We first compare the accuracy of the kNN and Markov 
algorithms by measuring hit ratio. The window size is set to  
3, small  enough  so  that  user  can  get  recommen-
dations after visiting first few pages. As Figure 2 shows, the 
Markov model is significantly more accurate than kNN. 
Even at lower number of recommendations, Markov 
model performs better than kNN. The results shown here 
are not surprising, because the Markov model is well suited 
for predicting the sequential process of Web navigation.

The experimental results in Figures 3 and 4 represent the 
target hit ratio for two attack types. In the case of the kNN 
algorithm, the target hit ratio is relatively flat across 
different recommendation set sizes, so only a single set size 
is shown. This was not the case for the Markov algorithm so 
a range of different retrieval sets are displayed. This would 
seem to indicate that the attack has a relatively scale-free 
impact on the kNN algorithm: as the retrieval set gets 
larger the attacked item is represented in the same 
proportion. For the kNN algorithm, the value of the Target 
Hit Ratio for the target items was essentially zero prior to 
the attack. The (small) pre-attack baseline is shown in the 
Markov graph.

In the case of the Markov algorithm, the Popular Page 

generated  “size of attack” as a 
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Figure 3. The objective hit ratio results for CTI Site in 
kNN-based algorithm. Window Size=3, Attack Size=10%

Figure 4. The target hit ratio results for CTI Site in Markov 
model algorithm.Window Size =3, Attack Size = 10%
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attack has relatively low impact at all retrieval set sizes 
when compared to the segment attack. Interestingly, the 
segment attack against the course pages is here less 
effective than against the faculty pages. This may be due to 
the differences in the sparsity of page views within these 
segments. In general, faculty pages are far less frequently 
visited than course related pages. Thus, smaller attacks 
may have a bigger impact on the models derived from 
navigational sessions involving faculty pages.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Researchers have established that collaborative filtering 
systems using explicit ratings input are extremely 
vulnerable to “profile injection” attacks. In this paper, our 
empirical results show that systems using Web usage data 
are also vulnerable to biases injected by attackers who 
crawl the site in particular ways. It is shown that the most 
common types of personalization algorithms based on 
Web navigation data, like Markov models, can be easily 
manipulated to push individual target Web pages. We 
plan to examine other Web usage mining algorithms such 
as association rule discovery, sequential pattern mining, 
and unsupervised clustering approaches in our future 
research. In addition to looking for vulnerabilities, we also 
plan to develop effective approaches to the detection and 
prevention of such attacks.
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attack has relatively low impact at all retrieval set sizes 
when compared to the segment attack. Interestingly, the 
segment attack against the course pages is here less 
effective than against the faculty pages. This may be due to 
the differences in the sparsity of page views within these 
segments. In general, faculty pages are far less frequently 
visited than course related pages. Thus, smaller attacks 
may have a bigger impact on the models derived from 
navigational sessions involving faculty pages.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Researchers have established that collaborative filtering 
systems using explicit ratings input are extremely 
vulnerable to “profile injection” attacks. In this paper, our 
empirical results show that systems using Web usage data 
are also vulnerable to biases injected by attackers who 
crawl the site in particular ways. It is shown that the most 
common types of personalization algorithms based on 
Web navigation data, like Markov models, can be easily 
manipulated to push individual target Web pages. We 
plan to examine other Web usage mining algorithms such 
as association rule discovery, sequential pattern mining, 
and unsupervised clustering approaches in our future 
research. In addition to looking for vulnerabilities, we also 
plan to develop effective approaches to the detection and 
prevention of such attacks.
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1. Introduction

Visual cryptography (VC) is an image encryption scheme 
proposed by Naor and Shamir in 1994 [1]. This scheme 
used k out of n shares  scheme  of   visual  cryptography.  
The  image  was encoded into n shares which are 
meaningless images in itself, at least k shares were 
required to decode the image, less than k shares were 
useless as they did not reveal the image. This scheme  
made  use  of  transparencies.  VC  introduced  by Naor, 
[1] is a method used for encrypting an image into shares 
such that stacking reveals the secret image [2]. VC scheme 
is an encryption method that uses combinatorial 
techniques to encode secret written material[2]. In VC, 
meaningless shares are encoded into halftone shares 
taking meaningful   visual information which reduces the 
suspicion of intruders. These halftone shares are error 
diffused to give visually pleasing effect, a novel technique 
named half visual cryptography  is proposed to achieve 
visual cryptography via half toning [3]. Ateniese  has  
formalized  this  framework  as  the  Extended Visual  
Cryptography and  developed  a  scheme  for  general 
access structures [4]. The main point of consideration was 
that visual cryptography does not make use of any 
cryptographic algorithms. Similarly, we are also using a set  
of  algorithms  which  does  not  involve  any  sort  of 
cryptographic computation. There  were  certain 
algorithms used previously for this technique [5]. There 
also emerged an idea of encoding multiple secret images 
into the same share image [6]. Randomization and pixel 
reversal approach were used to retain the  size of the 
image [8]. This scheme had applications in authentication 

and identification and copyright protection and 
watermarking [3]. In watermarking a mark is split into two 
shares images [7].

Now a days data used digitally is vulnerable to various 
risks. So, there is the introduction of new forms of visual 
cryptography which is providing encryption of an image 
and its transfer securely through any communication 
channel. Our technique four way visual cryptography has 
a wide scope.

This paper does not make any use of technique to 
improve the image quality as there will be a negligible 
loss in the quality of the image  unlike  error  diffusion  
[3]  which  is  the  method  to produce high quality 
images with less computation cost. In this paper, a new 
form of visual cryptography is introduced which moves 
around the square matrix generated from the pixels of a 
grayscale image and make use of the Zig-Zag traversing 
scheme [9]. This scheme, firstly, traverses the  randomly 
generated image matrix in a Zig-Zag manner using an 
algorithm which provides a Zig-Zag traversed matrix as 
output via one dimensional array. The matrix obtained is 
further rotated anticlockwise by 90 degrees. The 
resultant matrix is again traversed and rotated. This is 
repeated four times which results in a matrix that is 
encrypted and can be transmitted over a communication 
channel without an increase in the size of the original 
image. Since, the process is happening four times, 
hence, it is named as four  way visual cryptographic 
technique. This scheme encrypts the image which can be 
transmitted and decrypted digitally without the use of any 
external media.

ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new type of visual cryptographic scheme i.e. 'four way visual cryptography 

technique' which can encrypt grayscale images of square dimensions without the use of any external 

media or any cryptographic computations. This scheme is perfectly secure and easy to implement which 

does not make any use of major  system resources. It makes use of basic matrix operations that makes the 

encrypted image visually infeasible to decode.
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2. Proposed Work

FOUR WAY VISUAL CRYTOGRAPHY makes use of 
MATLAB software to encrypt the image. It requires 
certain algorithms to encrypt the image. The first 
algorithm used is for Zig-Zag traversing the square 
matrix generated from the image input. Consequently, 
one dimensional array is produced which is converted 
to 2D matrix by using the next algorithm. Finally, the 
obtained matrix is rotated anticlockwise by 90 degree 
using MATLAB function. The above process is  
performed  four  times  and  finally encrypted image is 
produced. This image is decrypted using another set of 
algorithms, which includes sorting and other 
functionalities along with clockwise rotation by 90 
degree. The image obtained is similar in quality 
because the original image and the size is also not 
altered which are the advantages over the previous 
schemes. These algorithms are described in the next 
section.

3. Framework of Encryption

Figure 1 shows framework for encryption of grayscale 
image given as input. The first block takes the original 
grayscale image matrix as input. The matrix is then Zig-
Zag traversed as shown in the second block. After Zig-
Zag traversal, a 1D array is generated of the length 
N*N where N x N is the dimension of the original 
matrix. The array is converted back to 2D matrix so that 
the encrypted image is of same size and form as the 
original. This matrix is then rotated by 90 degree in 
anti- clockwise  direction  to  increase  the  complexity.  

The  final image after this process is again given as an 
input and the process stated is carried out for the next 
time. In this way, the process is repeated four times. 
The encrypted image appears as if noise is introduced 
on the image  uniformly  which  makes  it  difficult  to  
identify  the image. It appears same as the shares in 
visual cryptography

4. Concept of Decryption

The decryption system takes encrypted image as an 
input. It makes use of certain algorithms which reverses 
the concept of encryption thus resulting in the decrypted 
image. The image obtained is same in size and quality, 
as the original image. It involves matrix operations such 
as clockwise rotation of image matrix and concept of 
reverse Zig-Zag traversal of rotated matrix.

5. Framework of Decryption

Figure 2 shows framework for decryption of encrypted 
image given as input. The first block takes the 
encrypted image matrix as input. The matrix is then 
clockwise rotated by 90 degree as shown in the second 
block. After clockwise rotation the matrix is then 
travelled Zig-Zag in reverse fashion. The final image 
which we get after this much process is again given as 
input and the process stated is carried out for the next 
time. The above process is carried out four times. 
Hence, image obtained is of the same size and quality 
which is the advantage over the previously known 
visual cryptography techniques.

Figure 3 compares the riginal image with the finally 
decrypted image. In the middle, image shown is an 
encrypted image.
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6. Algorithms

Square Zig-Zag Traversal

This Zig-Zag algorithm is a modification of the original 
algorithm for non square matrix. Zig-Zag traversal scheme 
was proposed[9] which has been used as a part in our 
paper

1. Take input image A.

2. Count no. of rows and columns in image matrix A 

ro £  no. of rows 

co £  no. of columns

3. Take another 1D array x which will contain the Zig- 
Zag traversal of matrix.

4. X[1] £ a(1,1) i.e. first element of matrix.

5. If co  ³ ro do for n £ 2 to ro with increment of 2 flip 
the part of image matrix from rows 1 to n &

columns 1 to n in up-down direction extract the diagonal 
elements of flipped matrix part

concatenate the diagonal elements with x

if (n+1)  £ ro

flip the part of image matrix from rows 1 to n+1 columns 1 
to n+1 in left right direction

extract the diagonal elements of flipped matrix part 
concatenate diagonal elements with x 

end if
end for
s £ ro mod2 if co=ro
if s=0
for n £ 2 to ro with increment of two

flip the part of image matrix from rows n to ro & columns n 
to ro in left-right direction extract the diagonal elements of 
flipped matrix part concatenate the diagonal elements with 
x if (n+1)  £ ro

flip the part of image matrix from rows n+1 to ro & 
columns n+1 to ro in up-down direction

extract the diagonal elements of flipped matrix part

concatenate diagonal elements with x 

end if
end for else
for n £ 2 to ro with increment of 2

flip the part of image matrix from rows n to ro & columns n 
to ro in up-down direction extract the diagonal elements of 
flipped matrix part

concatenate the diagonal elements with x if (n+1)  £ ro

flip the part of image matrix from rows n+1 to ro & 
columns n+1 to ro in left right direction

extract the diagonal elements of flipped matrix part

concatenate diagonal elements with x end if
end for end if
end if
end if

1D to 2D Matrix Conversion

1. Take the no. of of rows and column in variable m 
and  respectively.

2. Calculate square root of n i.e. the no. of columns.
3. for y £ 1 to sqrt(n)
4. for x £ 0 to sqrt(n)-1
5. b(x+1,y)=a( y+(x*sqrt(n))
6. end
7. end

Concept of Matrix Rotation

Matrix rotation by 90 degree anticlockwise is carried out 
using the MATLAB in-built function imrotate. The syntax of 
the function is as follows:

b = imrotate(a,90);

the  above  command  rotates  the  image  by  90  degree  
in anticlockwise direction.

 

Figure 3: Pictorial representation
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7. Conclusion

In  this  paper  we  have  successfully encrypted  a  
grayscale image using “FOUR WAY VISUAL 
CRYPTOGRAPHY” technique. This technique ensured the 
proper encryption of the image which cannot be decoded 
until the user is aware of the decryption procedure. This 
technique has wide scope as it does not disturb the size of 
the image and also maintains the quality. The encrypted 
image can be transferred over any communication 
channel digitally i.e. without the use of any external media 
unlike the previous techniques which made use of 
transparencies and also enhanced the size of the image 
along with tampering its quality. Thus, this technique may 
have wide ranging applications. This technique provides  
scope for research in future on non-square images which 
will include the colour images.
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if (n+1)  £ ro

flip the part of image matrix from rows 1 to n+1 columns 1 
to n+1 in left right direction

extract the diagonal elements of flipped matrix part 
concatenate diagonal elements with x 

end if
end for
s £ ro mod2 if co=ro
if s=0
for n £ 2 to ro with increment of two

flip the part of image matrix from rows n to ro & columns n 
to ro in left-right direction extract the diagonal elements of 
flipped matrix part concatenate the diagonal elements with 
x if (n+1)  £ ro

flip the part of image matrix from rows n+1 to ro & 
columns n+1 to ro in up-down direction

extract the diagonal elements of flipped matrix part

concatenate diagonal elements with x 

end if
end for else
for n £ 2 to ro with increment of 2

flip the part of image matrix from rows n to ro & columns n 
to ro in up-down direction extract the diagonal elements of 
flipped matrix part

concatenate the diagonal elements with x if (n+1)  £ ro

flip the part of image matrix from rows n+1 to ro & 
columns n+1 to ro in left right direction

extract the diagonal elements of flipped matrix part

concatenate diagonal elements with x end if
end for end if
end if
end if

1D to 2D Matrix Conversion

1. Take the no. of of rows and column in variable m 
and  respectively.

2. Calculate square root of n i.e. the no. of columns.
3. for y £ 1 to sqrt(n)
4. for x £ 0 to sqrt(n)-1
5. b(x+1,y)=a( y+(x*sqrt(n))
6. end
7. end

Concept of Matrix Rotation

Matrix rotation by 90 degree anticlockwise is carried out 
using the MATLAB in-built function imrotate. The syntax of 
the function is as follows:

b = imrotate(a,90);

the  above  command  rotates  the  image  by  90  degree  
in anticlockwise direction.

 

Figure 3: Pictorial representation
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7. Conclusion

In  this  paper  we  have  successfully encrypted  a  
grayscale image using “FOUR WAY VISUAL 
CRYPTOGRAPHY” technique. This technique ensured the 
proper encryption of the image which cannot be decoded 
until the user is aware of the decryption procedure. This 
technique has wide scope as it does not disturb the size of 
the image and also maintains the quality. The encrypted 
image can be transferred over any communication 
channel digitally i.e. without the use of any external media 
unlike the previous techniques which made use of 
transparencies and also enhanced the size of the image 
along with tampering its quality. Thus, this technique may 
have wide ranging applications. This technique provides  
scope for research in future on non-square images which 
will include the colour images.
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